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Abstract: Servers in a data center are underutilized due to over-provisioning, which contributes
heavily toward the high-power consumption of the data centers. Recent research in optimizing
the energy consumption of High Performance Computing (HPC) data centers mostly focuses on
consolidation of Virtual Machines (VMs) and using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS).
These approaches are inherently hardware-based, are frequently unique to individual systems,
and often use simulation due to lack of access to HPC data centers. Other approaches require
profiling information on the jobs in the HPC system to be available before run-time. In this paper,
we propose a reinforcement learning based approach, which jointly optimizes profit and energy in the
allocation of jobs to available resources, without the need for such prior information. The approach is
implemented in a software scheduler used to allocate real applications from the Princeton Application
Repository for Shared-Memory Computers (PARSEC) benchmark suite to a number of hardware
nodes realized with Odroid-XU3 boards. Experiments show that the proposed approach increases the
profit earned by 40% while simultaneously reducing energy consumption by 20% when compared
to a heuristic-based approach. We also present a network-aware server consolidation algorithm
called Bandwidth-Constrained Consolidation (BCC), for HPC data centers which can address the
under-utilization problem of the servers. Our experiments show that the BCC consolidation technique
can reduce the power consumption of a data center by up-to 37%.
Keywords: high performance computing; data centers; resource allocation; profit; energy consumption;
machine learning; reinforcement learning; server consolidation

1. Introduction
High Performance Computing (HPC) data centers typically contain a large number of computing
nodes each consisting of multiple processing cores. The size and performance of these systems
continue to increase which causes concerns to be raised over higher energy requirements [1–4].
Research estimates that data centers worldwide account for 1.1–1.5% of global electricity use [5].
It is therefore important to take measure that reduce this energy consumption.
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Different techniques have been proposed in the literature to improve the energy efficiency of the
data center. Dynamic Power Management (DPM) and Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) are
popular techniques to reduce the power consumption of under-utilized resources. Consolidation of
virtual machines (VMs) running in different servers into fewer servers to enable aggressive DPM or
DVFS has become a major focus area in the research community [6–13].
However, server-consolidation with the sole objective of power reduction can impact the
performance of the HPC data center negatively if the network is incapable of supporting the resultant
aggregated traffic patterns or hotspot scenarios [14]. Therefore, careful attention to the impact of
consolidation on network performance is necessary.
HPC data centers maintain queues of jobs which arrive periodically and must schedule these
jobs to be executed in order to produce a profit. It is common to assign values to jobs which imply
their level of importance compared to other jobs: higher value equates to higher importance [15].
Value is typically assigned based on expected profit earned from the completion of the job. In HPC
systems, the scheduling of jobs is influenced by their value; typically a resource management system
will attempt to maximize its profits by allocating its limited resources to the highest-value jobs in the
queue. This is especially true when jobs arrive at a rate higher than the rate at which the system can
process and execute them. Typically, the value obtained by completion of a job is time-dependent
which reflects the necessity to schedule as early as possible.
Existing approaches which optimize resource management use fast heuristics to very quickly find
practical allocations for the dynamically arriving jobs. The use of heuristics over more complicated
algorithms reduces overhead in the delay of allocations and also lowering the resource requirement of
the resource management system itself. Research has also been conducted which considers profiling
results from design-time testing to improve both the run-time computational complexity and the
quality of the heuristics [16,17]. While the results of these researches show significant improvement
over other approaches, the technique is only applicable in select situations due to the required accurate
information and assumption that there is little deviation in resources required by the jobs in the
system. The challenge to overcome these disadvantages is to design an algorithm that accounts for this
variation and builds up a full history of information about jobs in real-time instead of requiring the
information to exist already.
In an orthogonal direction, novel data center network (DCN) technologies, leveraging emerging
interconnection paradigms such as millimeter-wave (mmWave) interconnects have been proposed
to reduce the power consumption of the networking equipment [18,19]. Wireless data center
architectures have been proposed where Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches are interconnected with
mmWave links while the intra-rack communication is achieved through traditional Ethernet [20–23].
Alternatively, server-centric wireless DCNs where direct wireless links are used for server-to-server
communication have also been designed [24,25]. These wireless data center architectures can be
considered as viable alternate for traditional wired architecture for HPC computing for reducing even
more power consumption. Furthermore, designing adequate server consolidation techniques can
result in further power saving.
Contribution: This paper attempts to address this challenge by using ideas from reinforcement
learning techniques and designing a novel server consolidation technique. The resource management
system performs allocations that optimize both profit (value) and energy using a combination of
light-weight heuristics and historic run-time results. The system considers the scheduling problem
as a Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) model where each individual job allocation is a possible action.
The approach uses a novel algorithm, inspired by the Upper-Confidence Bound technique [26],
collects profiling information at run-time (exploration) to optimize future allocations of jobs
(exploitation). We also propose a network-aware approach to server-consolidation called Bandwidth
Constrained Consolidation (BCC) and study its impact on a data center. While consolidating tasks
can reduce the power consumption of data centers, due to the arrival of new tasks and completion
of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization profile of the servers may change adversely affecting
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the power consumption over time. Hence, the BCC consolidation algorithm should be repeated
periodically. Hence we also propose a method to find the optimal inter-consolidation time for a
data center and derive a mathematical formulation to estimate the optimal inter-consolidation time.
This will enable optimally scheduling consolidation in a data center without the need for extensive
simulations and measurements to achieve the optimality.
Paper Organization: Section 2 presents work related to this paper. Section 3 introduces the
problem, including the definition of a job and its value, the MAB model, and the model of HPC
systems. The novel, reinforcement learning-based approach is introduced in Section 3.4. In Section 4
we introduce the network aware server consolidation technique, traffic model, our proposed algorithm,
and mathematical model to estimate optimal inter-consolidation time. Experimental results are
presented in Sections 5 and 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
It is proven that the use of market-inspired resource allocation heuristics provides promising
results in the common situation that HPC systems are overloaded with more jobs than they can
handle [27]. These heuristics use some implementation of a value for jobs, both fixed [28] and changing
over time [15]. Most of them choose the highest value job first, which might consume too many
resources, leaving limited resources for jobs arriving in the future. Therefore, resources required for
each job should be optimized.
Other heuristics exist such as value density (value divided by resource requirement) which
addresses the issue of the highest value job consuming too many resources [29–31]. This heuristic
instead will prefer jobs which are small and have reasonably high value over very large jobs with high
value. However, this heuristic, and others like it, do not consider energy consumption.
A number of reinforcement learning techniques were compared for scheduling tasks on large-scale
distributed systems [32]. In this comparison, energy efficiency was considered by attempting to
maximize CPU utilization. This intuitively increases energy efficiency by reducing the wasted energy
of having CPUs powered on but in an idle state. Similar reinforcement learning techniques are explored
for data centers [33]. However, these researches only considered the fulfillment of the service level
agreement (SLA) which provides a fixed value when jobs are completed before a specified deadline.
This research instead considers the common case where the value of a job changes gradually as a
function of time, known as a value-curve. In addition, the energy efficiency optimization does not
focus on the reduction of energy consumption directly.
A report identified that the use of profiling results in jointly optimizing the value and energy of a
job [17]. Further research also expanded the optimizations to monitoring and adapting the allocations
during tasks’ execution by migrating to a different set of resources [34]. Both approaches require
profiling of jobs at design-time, and the latter also requires the ability for jobs to pause execution
and resume on a different set of resources. In contrast, the bandit-based technique in this paper
attempts to similarly predict the value and energy of jobs without relying on the assumptions that
prior information is obtainable and migration of jobs is possible.
In a complementary direction, under-utilization of the servers in a data center has always
been observed mainly due to the over-provisioning for the peak demand hours [35]. In [6],
various formulations of the cost-aware application placement problem for servers were first introduced
without considering network performance. Similarly, in [7], a system was proposed that optimizes
power consumption, performance benefits, and transient costs incurred by server consolidation.
In [8] an efficient power-aware resource scheduling strategy was proposed that reduces data center
power consumption based on live VM migration. A framework for VM migration and placement was
proposed in [9] considering both the network topology and network traffic demands to minimize
energy consumption while satisfying as many network-demands as possible. In [10], energy-aware VM
placement was proposed where application dependencies were considered to reduce network energy
consumption. In [11], a network-aware VM consolidation scheme was proposed for solving combined
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VM consolidation problems to conserve the energy of the data center. In [12], a heuristic to control
VM migration based on prioritizing VMs with steady capacity was proposed. In addition to server
consolidation, an opportunistic approach to reduce power consumption is proposed in [36]. From all
of these studies, it is clear that if an adequate consolidation algorithm can be designed, a significant
amount of power reduction can be possible for the HPC data centers.
Orthogonally, various designs have been proposed to address DCN design issues such as energy
consumption, cabling complexity, scalability, and over-subscription. One popular topology used today
in data center networks is a fat-tree topology. To address oversubscription and other issues in wired
DCNs many alternative DCN architectures have been proposed such as BCube, DCell, DOS, VL2,
and Helios [35,37]. However, these innovations still rely on copper or optical cables and do not mitigate
the challenges due to high power consumption, design, and maintenance of a DCN with physical
links. To alleviate the issues of DCNs with power-hungry switching fabrics and bundles of cables
wireless data centers with mm-wave inter-rack links are envisioned in [18,20,21]. Most of the recent
works on wireless data centers propose interconnecting entire racks of servers as units with 60 GHz
wireless links primarily in order to utilize the commodity Ethernet switching between servers inside
individual racks [18]. Phased antenna arrays or directional horn antennas are used to establish wireless
links between ToRs in the entire data center [21–23]. Line-of-Sight (LoS) communication paths are
necessary between the antennas for reliable communication in a wireless data center [21]. In [25] a
novel wireless DCN architecture, based on 60 GHz wireless links between the individual servers of
namely, S2S-WiDCN was proposed which drastically reduces the power consumption of the network
portion of the data center while sustaining comparable performance. Hence, adopting an adequate
wireless architecture for the HPC environment can result in significant power saving.
3. System and Problem Definition for Scheduling Problem
Figure 1 shows a simplified model of a typical HPC data center. Users submit their jobs to the
data center which stores them in some data structure such as a queue until they can be allocated.
Attempted allocations usually occur upon a change in the system, such as new jobs arriving or current
allocations finishing which frees resources.

Figure 1. The model of the system targeted by this paper. A High Performance Computing (HPC) data
center containing multiple nodes with many-core CPUs.
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3.1. HPC System
The HPC Data Center (HDC) consists of a resource management system (RMS) connected
to a number of different nodes (N0 , N1 , ..., Ni ) each containing a set of processing cores
(Core0 , Core1 , ..., Corem ). Each node represents a physical server in the data center being considered.
The processing cores are homogeneous and communicate with each other via an interconnect. The RMS
operates on its own set of resources and assigns arrived jobs to a set of cores within a single node.
A single job is considered to use resources of a single node to avoid communication overhead between
nodes. Further, to avoid migration overhead, it is assumed that jobs cannot be paused or migrated to a
different set of resources during execution.
The HPC system is created in hardware as three Odroid-XU3 boards connected in a local area
network (LAN). The CPU in these boards, Samsung Exynos5422, is powered by Arm® big.LITTLE™
architecture: four Cortex® -A15 cores at 2.0 GHz and four Cortex® -A7 cores at 1.4 GHz. As our
model requires homogeneous cores in the nodes, only the A15 cores are used for job allocation.
This conveniently allows the proposed RMS to execute solely on the A7 cores of one board instead of
requiring separate hardware for its own set of resources. This represents a many HPC system with
three nodes and many HPC systems are realized in the same way, where one node (server) or a set
of cores act as the manager and other nodes (servers) are used to execute jobs after allocation [34].
Without the loss of generality and having better and more hardware availability, a large HPC system
can be realized.
3.2. Jobs and Value Curves
Each job j is modeled as an tuple J = ( T; A), where T is the arrival time of the job and A is the
application to be executed in order to complete the job. Each job j also has its own value curve function
VCj which converts a completion time of its execution to the value of the job to its user. These functions
are typically monotonically-decreasing until reaching zero at a certain threshold of time, as shown in
Figure 2. It is assumed that the value curves are pre-designed for each job and accurately reflect the
economic importance to the user as the economic model is out of the scope of this paper.
The PARSEC benchmark suite was used as the set of applications to queue in the system. This is
because the benchmark applications were designed to have a range of multi-threading and other
resource requirements. The focus on emerging workloads means the jobs are representative of
potential future workloads in all situations including but not exclusive to HPC systems. A number of
applications from the suite were selected and value-curves were designed for each application based
on testing the execution time across different numbers of cores. In particular, we considered PARSEC
applications listed in Table 1. The table also represents the value-curve for each application in terms
of execution time and the value achieved if job is executed by that time. The jobs are generated by
selecting a random application from this list and assigning an arrival time to it. Short and long periods
of no jobs arriving are created to realize periods of no users (such as nights and weekends); these allow
the scheduler to “catch-up” on remaining jobs in the queue.
Table 1. Value at different execution times for PARSEC benchmark applications.
Application

Execution Time (s)

Value (Currency)

blackscholes
bodytrack
dedup
facesim
ferret
fluidanimate
freqmine
streamcluster
vips

4
6
5
8
22
7
9
22
9

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

6
8
7
15
26
9
15
28
11

9
11
9
18
29
11
17
35
13

12
14
12
22
31
14
20
42
16

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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The value curves create a natural “soft deadline” which implies an ideal time for a job to
finish, but also that violation of the deadline does not mean the job completion was irrelevant [38].
Instead, the value of the job is reduced depending on the extra time the user has had to wait for
completion [15,39]. Major violations of the deadline will create no value for the user and therefore the
energy consumed by the computation was wasted.

Value (currency)

100
80
60
40
20
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

Time (seconds)
Figure 2. An example value curve of a job.

3.3. Problem Definition
The problem addressed by the paper is the allocation of jobs to a finite set of resources such that
value obtained from completion of the jobs is maximized while energy consumption is minimized
simultaneously. The problem is defined as follows:
•
•
•

Input: Job queue (j1 , ..., jn ), Value curve for each job VCj , Nodes within the HPC data
center (N0 , ..., Ni ).
Constraints: Restricted available cores on the nodes in HDC.
Objective: Jointly optimize overall value Valtotal and energy consumption Etotal , by maximizing
the quotient Valtotal /Etotal .

The RMS needs to make very fast decisions on which node to allocate a job and which cores
within that node should do the computation. It is assumed that any one job requires a minimum of
one core and individual cores are never shared between multiple jobs.
3.4. Proposed Approach Based on Reinforcement Learning
This section describes the proposed approach. It first outlines the Adapted Multi-Armed
Bandit (AMAB) model and discusses the assumptions and constraints of using such a model.
Finally, the algorithm is described and explained in detail.
3.4.1. Adapted Multi-Armed Bandit Model
The MAB is a common model in reinforcement learning [40]. The model is of a game played in
rounds from time t = 1, ..., T. At each round, the player must select a single action from a known
set of actions at ∈ A. The environment then generates a reward rt ∼ R at where R at is an unknown
probability distribution. The goal of the game is to maximize the cumulative reward ∑tT=1 rt by
selecting actions which are likely to give high rewards. Due to the unknown nature of the reward
distributions, players are required to first “explore” the possible actions to figure out the distributions
before they can “exploit” the actions with the highest average probability.
For this paper, the problem is modeled as an adaptation of the MAB (AMAB) model. The possible
actions are the different possible allocations of single jobs currently in the RMS queue, i.e., for each
job there exists an action for each possible number of cores available for it to be allocated to.
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There may be multiple jobs of the same type in the queue which will create duplicate allocation
possibilities, however, they will likely have different schedule delays. The rounds are the allocation
stages, which occur at every change in the job queue or available resources. Therefore, the time step
between each round varies significantly. The rewards are Val j /Energy j for each job after computation
is complete.
The MAB model does not perfectly fit the described problem due to a number of assumptions:
rounds are at discrete time steps, every action is available at every round, exactly one action is selected
per round, and rewards are received instantly after selecting an action. As such, the problem model
differs in the following ways: only a subset of all possible actions are available per round, multiple or
no actions may be selected per round, and rewards at the start of some round in the future after
selecting an action. To fit the model, this paper considers the use of the Upper Confidence Bound
(UCB) algorithm [41], which is described in the next subsection.
3.4.2. Upper Confidence Bound Algorithm
The premise of the UCB algorithm is to model the uncertainty of information gathered through
experimentation, allowing for exploitation to occur naturally as uncertainty is reduced. The UCB
algorithm records the average rewards received for each action rˆi alongside the number of times that
action was chosen Ci . It uses this count of previous rewards to calculate the uncertainty of the recorded
average. This uncertainty and the average are combined to give a largest possible estimate for the
actual mean of the reward distribution.
s
2 log( 1δ )
(1)
µ̂i = r̂i +
Ci
where δ is a confidence value which is usually chosen or search for via parameter optimization. If the
value is very small then the result is optimistic of a higher possible mean, while a high value implies
less optimism. Possible values for δ are explored in experimentation. The algorithm simply chooses
the action with the maximum µ̂i as it is predicted to be the action with the best average rewards.
As actions are repeated, the uncertainty represented by the second part of Equation (1) decreases due
to the increased Ci . However, the equation relies on Ci 6= 0. Due to this requirement, the algorithm
must first attempt each action at least once before estimating the means. Usually, implementations of
UCB will spend the first k rounds, where k = | A|, selecting each action in turn. This gives an initial
estimate for the average reward, though with a high uncertainty.
The final selection rule for UCB is as follows.

arg max µ̂i , if t > k ;
i
at =
(2)

t,
otherwise .
However, UCB makes various assumptions which do not fit our adapted model, such as that
the rewards are in the interval [0, 1]. The next section describes these assumptions and the required
adaptations to be compatible with our HPC system.
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3.4.3. Proposed Algorithm for Confidence-Based Approach
For the purpose of this paper, the algorithm created will be referred to as the Confidence-Based
Approach (CBA) from its UCB inspiration. The CBA algorithm features a similar selection rule to UCB,
however, it is modified to accommodate the new assumptions. The first modification is the selection:
as every action is not available on every round, it cannot guarantee exploration of action t for t ≤ k. Instead,
it always attempts to find the maximum possible mean from the available actions. When an action i with
Ci = 0 is encountered, the algorithm overrides the search for the maximum possible mean and instead
allocates according to the job and number of cores of that action. This ensures full exploration of all possible
actions that are encountered by the scheduler as soon as they are encountered.
The rewards from each action i are not guaranteed to be in the interval [0, 1] either, as they are
dependent on the user-specified value curve and the energy consumed by the system. This means
that Equation (1) is not an accurate representation of the highest possible mean of an action.
However, knowing the typical interval for the rewards can be used to scale the uncertainty part
of the equation up to somewhat compensate for the difference. This can be done relatively easily using
the specifications for the processing cores to obtain expected power and adding constraints to the
maximum of the user specified value-curves. For our jobs, described in Section 3.2, typical reward
values (>75%) were in the range [0, 5] so we use a scaling multiplier of 5.
The reward, value divided by energy, is not strictly dependent on the job and number of allocated
cores. Instead, it is derived from the sum of the computation time of the job, which is directly
dependent on the allocation, and also the delay in scheduling of the job (time spent in the queue
waiting). Due to this, the algorithm does not record the average reward from allocations but instead
records the average computation time t̂i and energy êi . During the scheduling process, it combines this
average computation time with the current schedule delay of the job to estimate the expected average
value for the current moment in time. The average energy consumed is not affected by schedule delay
so is used directly to calculate the expected reward.
The final scheduler is shown in Algorithm 1. The loop on line 1 of Algorithm 1 is the initialization
of the data required to estimate the average rewards. The full list of possible allocations is the list of
every combination of the type of job and number of cores, i.e., for each job there is an entry for every
number of cores between its maximum number of cores and 1. Lines 7–31 show the allocation “rounds”
in the bandit algorithm. First, all finished jobs are accounted for with appropriate updates of resources
and historical data, then newly arrived jobs are added to the queue, and finally, the algorithm attempts
to allocate jobs to newly freed resources if possible. The selection rule is on line 24 and is nearly identical
to the rule described in Equation (2). Possible values for δ are explored during experimentation.
The Odroid boards used for the experiment support monitoring the energy consumption of the
quad-core Cortex® -A15. The power sensor can only detect the energy consumed by the entire processor
and not the individual cores. This means that it is impossible to get an accurate recording of energy
use for a single job using less than four cores. Instead, the energy recorded over the duration of a
job is simply an estimate and will vary based on other jobs running simultaneously on the nodes.
Therefore, most jobs will have their energy consumption over-estimated and the reward Val j /Energy j
will be underestimated. Experimentation for different levels of confidence using the δ parameter can
give insight into how the variation in energy consumption estimates affects the learning algorithm.
Energytotal for the full system can be still be recorded accurately for comparison.
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Algorithm
1: CBA
Resource
Allocation.
Algorithm
1: CBA
resource
allocation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Input: Incoming Jobs, HPC Data Center HDC.
Output: Resource Allocation for Incoming Jobs.
for i in possible single allocations do
end
t̂i ⇐ 0;
êi ⇐ 0;
Ci ⇐ 0;
while 1 do
if any running_job(s) have finished or job(s) arrive then
Update data center resources;
Update t̂i , êi and Ci for all jobs finished;
Update jobQueue;
while Any possible allocations do
selectedAllocation ⇐ null;
maxU ⇐ 0;
for j in jobQueue do
for c = maxAvailableCores to 1 do
i ⇐ allocation( j, c);
if Ci = 0 then
selectedAllocation ⇐ i;
go to 31;
end
curDelay ⇐ curTime − j.arrivalTime;
v̂i ⇐ j.getValueAtTime(curDelay + t̂i );
r̂i ⇐

v̂i
êi ;

u ⇐ r̂i + 5

r

2 log ( 1δ )
;
Ci

if u > maxU then
selectedAllocation ⇐ i;
maxU ⇐ u;
end
end
end
Allocate job according to selectedAllocation;
Update data center resources;
end
end
end

4. System and Problem Definition for Network Aware Server Consolidation
To augment the efficient scheduling algorithm discussed above, we propose a server consolidation
algorithm which will ensure optimal resource utilization under the performance constraints of the
data center network.
4.1. Network Aware Server Consolidation
Server consolidation is a process where VMs running in one server are relocated to one or more
different servers. However, as discussed earlier we propose a network-aware consolidation approach
which takes into account the traffic interaction between the VMs running on the servers. In order for
the VM migration approach to be network or traffic-aware, we first need to understand the nature of
traffic interaction over the data center network.
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4.2. Traffic Pattern Model
The traffic pattern in a data center network can be modeled in terms of multiple parameters
such as flow arrival rates, flow injection rates, flow sizes, flow completion time and proportion of
inter-rack and intra-rack flows [42]. In [25] a novel wireless DCN architecture, based on 60 GHz
wireless links between the individual servers of namely, S2S-WiDCN was proposed which drastically
reduces the power consumption of the network portion of the data center while sustaining comparable
performance. The proposed network aware server consolidation can be adopted for S2S-WiDCN or
conventional wired fat-tree data center networks. In the S2S-WiDCN, there are six separate directional
antenna arrays in the vertical plane of the server, and another one array on the top of the server.
Therefore, seven simultaneous links from a server can co-exist at the same time. We represent the
number of possible simultaneous links per server as θ. Let F be a vector whose elements are the
number of existing flows along each sector determined from the number of flows existing in each
server based on their destinations and the routing protocol. Let f denote the traffic flow rate. It is to be
noted, that the flow rate f , has a Gaussian distribution [42,43]. Therefore, to support 99.86% (one-sided
z-distribution) of the flow rates, the required channel throughput should be
r = f µ+3σ F,

(3)

where elements of the vector r, are the required channel throughput in each of the sectors and f µ+3σ is
the value of the flow rate which is three standard deviations higher than the mean. For the S2S-WiDCN,
to accommodate multiple channel access, a single 60 GHz IEEE802.11ad link is subdivided into nOFDM
number of separate OFDM channels. Therefore, the bandwidth of each OFDM channel is given by,
BW = B60GHZ /nOFDM ,

(4)

where B60GHZ is the bandwidth of the single physical channel. For a wired network, BW would be
equal to the bandwidth of the connected wire link. Therefore, to reduce the adverse effect of server
consolidation on network performance, the following inequality must be satisfied for all wireless links
or sectors from each server in the S2S-WiDCN,
r x < BW ∀ x

(5)

where r x is an element of r. If the inequality in (5) cannot be satisfied due to high flow rates,
consolidation will result in worsening of data center network performance as discussed in the results.
Moreover, it has been observed from the measurement of a variety of data centers in [43], a large
proportion of the server-to-server traffic flows, up to 80%, are intra-rack, meaning between servers in
the same rack. Only a small remaining proportion of about 20% is inter-rack, or between servers in
different racks. Therefore, to reduce the effective load on the network while consolidation, VMs that
communicate more often should be migrated into the same physical server. Hence, in addition to
reducing server underutilization, co-location of highly communicating VMs is also a desirable goal as
it will reduce both power consumption and network traffic. This way, in our consolidation algorithm,
we considered both the inequality of (5) and the proportion of inter and intra-rack traffic to make it
network-aware.
4.3. The Network-Aware Consolidation Algorithm
The primary goal for consolidation is to reduce the total power consumption by reducing the
number of active servers as well as network utilization. The underlying assumption is that the
computational requirement for every VM running in the HPC data center and the injection rates of
every flow from each VM is known and readily available. In a single server, multiple VMs can run at a
single instance. However, during the server consolidation, we considered all the VMs running as a
single entity, meaning if migration is possible, all the VMs running on the server would be migrated
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to the new physical server for consolidation. The migrations happen in online mode following live
migration [10]. While this will reduce the granularity of the consolidation, it is a more scalable approach
suitable for large data centers with thousands of servers. Moreover, the task-level granularity for
a network-aware consolidation requires the knowledge of traffic flow per task, which is difficult to
model, predict, or access in large data centers. Data center traffic rates are modeled usually among
entire servers [42] limiting us to design consolidation algorithms at a server-level granularity.
We assume that every server has the same computational capacity and VMs running on a server
utilizes a variable percent, collectively which can be represented by u. Let us assume that the maximum
permissible utilization, without any significant degradation in performance or violation of legal
contracts of any server, is Du . Du is a manufacturer specified parameter and can vary from model to
model. The pseudo-code for implementing the BCC is shown in Algorithm 2. At first, all the servers
running in the data center are divided into smaller clusters, such that servers within a cluster have a
large number of flows exchanged among themselves, whereas servers in different clusters have a much
smaller number of flows exchanged among them. Such a clustering places highly communicating
servers in the same cluster. This intra-cluster consolidation reduces the communication among these
highly communicating servers. This clustering is a Graph Partitioning Problem, which is to partition
graph vertices into disjoint groups with minimum edge cut cost. The Kernighan–Lin algorithm [44]
is adopted for the graph-partitioning tasks in our work. Here we treat servers as vertices and the
number of flows going outside of the server as edge costs. After the partitioning, all the servers in
each cluster are sorted according to their utilization u. The outer loop (line 5 in Algorithm 2) in the
proposed algorithm chooses the candidate to migrate in the ascending order of utilization starting with
the least utilized one. The inner loop (line 6 in Algorithm 2) chooses the destination to migrate in the
descending order of utilization starting with the most utilized one. If the sum of the utilization of the
candidates to migrate and the potential destination is less than Du and each element of the vector sum
of their required injection rates is less than the channel throughput per OFDM channel, the candidate
is migrated to the destination. This flow rate related condition for migration is informed by our traffic
model related constraint in (5). After a successful migration, the inner loop is broken out of, to choose
the next server in the outer loop for potential migration. If either of the two conditions fails, the inner
loop continues till the list of servers for the potential destination is exhausted. For each completion of
the inner loop, the outer loop progresses to the next candidate for migration.
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Bandwidth-Constrained Consolidation (BCC).

The necessary steps of the migration function (Migrate) used in the pseudo-code of BCC
Algorithm 2 are shown in Algorithm 3. The function migrates server a to server b. At first, all the
VMs running in migrating server a is migrated in the destination server b. So the utilization of the
destination server increases which is the summation of the utilization of both the servers. Vector rb
is updated based on all the flows running on server b post migration. After successful migration,
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server a is put into the PowerNap state [45] having zero utilization. In the PowerNap state, most of the
components of the server are powered down except the network interface card (NIC), the wireless
transceivers, and a small portion of the CPU to get the signal for waking up when required.
Algorithm 3: Migration Function.

4.4. Complexity Analysis
Optimizing the performance of the scheduler in the data center has been a major research focus
area for the last few years [46]. The calculation for the consolidation algorithm operations take place
on the scheduler. The complexity of server consolidation over the entire data center to provide the
optimal solution using exhaustive search method is O( N N ) where N is the total number of servers
in the entire data center. This is because N set of VMs can be potential candidates for migration to
N servers in N ways. Therefore, each of N set of VMs has N options for potential migrations and
for each of the N such scenarios the other sets of VMs also have all N options to create each possible
migration scenario. However, this complexity is too high even for moderately large data centers.
Therefore, we compare our proposed BCC consolidation algorithm with the Clustered Exhaustive
Search (CES) algorithm, which finds the optimal migration within each cluster using the exhaustive
search. We have adopted the Kernighan–Lin algorithm to do the clustering in the beginning of the BCC
consolidation. If all the servers are equiprobable to have links between themselves, the computational
complexity becomes O( N 2 log N ) [44]. If the average number of servers in a cluster is n and if the
number of the clusters formed is m, the computational complexity of the CES algorithm after clustering
is O(mnn ) and is an np-hard problem. With the clustering, the complexity of the CES algorithm is
O( N 2 log N + nn m). On the contrary, for the BCC algorithm, inside each cluster, the servers are sorted
according to their utilization having a complexity of O(n log n) using merge sort [47]. Next, the two
loops for finding the source and destination of the migration has the complexity of O(n2 ) in the worst
case. So the overall complexity of BCC for all m clusters becomes O( N 2 log N + mn log n + mn2 ).
Therefore, BCC has a much lower complexity compared to the overall exhaustive search algorithm.
As the clustering is similar in both CES and BCC, the difference in their complexity comes from
the mechanism of determining candidates for migration. The complexity of BCC after clustering is
O(mn log n + mn2 ) ≈ O(mn2 ) which, is lower than that of the CES after clustering.
4.5. Optimizing the Inter-Consolidation Time
Due to the arrival of new tasks and the completion of existing tasks, the consolidated utilization
profile of the servers may change over time. Therefore, the power consumption of the HPC data center
may be adversely affected over time. Hence, the BCC consolidation algorithm should be repeated
periodically. Repeating the consolidation too often might not reduce the total power consumption
enough to justify the additional network traffic introduced as a result of the consolidation. On the
contrary, delaying the consolidation can adversely affect the potential opportunity to save power.
Hence, to determine the optimal time interval between two consecutive consolidations, an appropriate
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cost function, to capture the trade-off between power savings and network traffic is required. We define
the expected value of the time-dependent cost function C (t) for inter consolidation time interval as
C (t) = κE[ A(t)] − E[ B(t)],

(6)

where A(t) is migration cost related to the network traffic which represents the total traffic movement
for the consolidation operation, B(t) is the total power saving due to the consolidation, t represents
the time interval between two consecutive consolidation operation, and κ is a scaling constant which
captures the relative significance of network traffic and power savings. E[·] represents the expected
value and is necessary as random task arrivals and completion make A(t) and B(t) random processes.
At the optimal inter-consolidation time interval of t∗ , the cost C (t) should have the minimum value,
that is,
t∗ = argmin C (t)
(7)
t ∈R

Figure 3 represents the timeline for the consolidation operation which shows two consecutive
consolidation operations. u denotes the utilization profile of all the servers in the HPC data center,
where u = [u1 , u2 , ..., u N ] T ∈ RN
+ if N is the total number of servers in the data center. At time t0 ,
when the utilization profile is u0 , first consolidation operation takes place, and immediately after
the consolidation, at time t1 , the utilization profile of the servers becomes u1 . After t seconds at t2
the utilization profile of the servers becomes u2 and a second consolidation is carried out which is
completed at t3 with a final utilization profile of u3 . Hence, it can be written that, u1 = Γ (u0 ) and
u3 = Γ (u2 ), where Γ represents the consolidation operation. Furthermore, it holds that,
u2 = u1 + δt,

(8)

where [δ]i is the task increase rate. A(t) is directly related to the amount of traffic transferred through
the network for the migration. If the average size of traffic per migration is ν, then A(t) can be
represented by,


A(t) = ν ku1 + δtk0 − kΓ(u1 + δt)k0 ,

(9)

where k·k0 represents the `0 -norm and returns the number of non-zero entries of its vector argument
that is the total number of active servers. Therefore the difference between the `0 -norms capture the
total number of VMs migrating as a result of the consolidation.
Let, η0 , η1 , η2 (t), and η3 (t) represent the number of idle servers at time t0 , t1 , t2 , and t3 ,
respectively, where
η0 = N − k u 0 k 0 ,
η1 = N − kΓ(u0 )k0 ,

η2 (t) = N − ku1 + δtk0 ,

(10)

η3 (t) = N − kΓ(u1 + δt)k0 ,

and N is the total number of servers in the data center. Hence, from (9) and (10), the expected value of
A(t) can be expressed as

E[ A(t)] = ν η3 (t) − η2 (t) .
(11)

If the aggregate load running across the data center remains approximately constant between two
consolidations, the expected number of idle servers after any consolidation operation will be similar,
i.e., η1 ≈ η3 (t) and does not depend on t. This assumption especially is valid when the granularity of
the tasks are small compared to the capacity of an individual server. Hence, the expected value of A(t)
can be written as

E[ A(t)] = ν η1 − η2 (t) .
(12)

u0
t0
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Time:

Second consolidation
operation
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Figure 3. Timeline of consolidation operations.

On the other hand, the expected value of B(t) can be estimated as
E[ B(t)] = Pidle η2 (t) + P · ku1 k1 + ( N − η2 (t)) P0 − Pidle η1 − P · ku2 k1 − ( N − η1 ) P0 .

(13)

Here, Pidle is the power consumption per server in the PowerNap mode and P0 represents the
power consumption per server just after waking up from the PowerNap mode. P is the slope of
the linear regime of the power profile of the server as discussed in Section 5.2.2. k·k1 represents the
`1 -norm and returns the sum of the utilization of all the active servers.
As the aggregate load across the data center is approximately constant over time, the total
utilization of all active servers is approximately constant. Moreover, as the power consumption of the
active servers is almost a linear function, it can be estimated that, ku1 k1 ≈ ku2 k1 Hence, Equation (13)
can be rewritten as


E[ B] = Pidle η2 (t) − η1 − P0 η2 (t) − η1


= η2 (t) − η1 Pidle − P0

= η2 ( t ) − η1 K
(14)

Here K = Pidle − P0 is a constant with respect to t. Combining Equations (6), (12) and (14),
the estimated cost of the consolidation after time interval t can be found to be


C (t) = κν η1 − η2 (t) − K η2 (t) − η1

= η1 − η2 (t) (κν + K )

= η1 − η2 ( t ) K 0
(15)

where K 0 = (κν + K ) is a constant with respect to t. Thus to estimate t that minimizes the cost,
we have to find the t that minimizes η2 (t), though η2 (t) is not known. Below we present a model for
approximate η2 (t).
To approximate η2 (t), we consider that the servers follow the model of M/M/1 queuing processes [48],
where λ and µ represent the new task arrival rate and task finishing rate per server, respectively. Hence,
if a server initially has a utilization i, then t seconds later it will have utilization k, with the probability,
h k −i
k − i −1
(i )
pk (t) =e−(λ+µ)t ρ 2 Ik−i ( at) + ρ 2 Ik+i+1 ( at) + (1 − ρ)ρk
where ρ =

λ
µ,

a=2

p

∞

λµ and Ik = ∑

m =0


(−1)m
x 2m+k
m!Γ(m+k+1) 2

∞

∑

j = k + i +2

i
ρ− j/2 Ij ( at) ,

(16)

represents the modified Bessel function

of the first kind of k-th order [48]. This model is valid only for λ < µ, which is essentially true for
sustenance of data centers of interest.
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The probability that a node becomes idle at time t can be found from (16) by replacing k with zero.
Hence the probability of a node becoming idle can be expressed as
h i
− i −1
(i )
p0 (t) = e−(λ+µ)t ρ− 2 I−i ( at) + ρ 2 Ii+1 ( at) + (1 − ρ)

∞

∑

j = i +2

i
ρ− j/2 Ij ( at) .

(17)

Hence, the expected number of the idle nodes at t2 = t1 + t can be expressed as,
η2model (t) =

N

∑ ∑ ∏

l =0 J ⊆[ N ] n∈J

i (n)

p0

(t)

∏

m/
∈J



i (m)

1 − p0

(t)



(18)

where [ N ] = {1, 2, 3, ...., N } and J is all the possible realizations of l idle nodes. In view of (18) and
(15), the inter consolidation cost can be approximated as

Cmodel (t) = η1 − η2model (t) K 0

= η1 K 0 − K 0

N

∑ ∑ ∏

l =0 J ⊆[ N ] n∈J

i (n)

p0

(t)

∏

m/
∈J



i (m)

1 − p0


(t) .

(19)

Cmodel (t) in (19), can be calculated for any t, since p0i (t) is known for any t. Thus optimal
inter-consolidation time can be approximated by
∗
tmodel
= argmin Cmodel (t) = argmax η2model (t),
t∈G

t∈G

(20)

where G is a finite-length fixed-step grid in R. From this mathematical model, the optimal
inter-consolidation time can be estimated without the need for thousands of simulations involving
different random utilization profiles of servers. The accuracy of the mathematical model is verified
with a Monte-Carlo simulation in Section 5.2.4.
5. Experimental Results
In this section, we discuss and evaluate the performance and effectiveness of both CBA and BCC
algorithms. At first we discuss the results related to CBA, followed by the results related to BCC.
Then we discuss the effect of combining CBA and BCC algorithms.
5.1. Experimental Results for CBA Algorithm
Initial experimentation was required to find a good confidence value δ. These experiments used
a high arrival rate of jobs, though it is possible to repeat these experiments for other arrival rates if
desired. A few values were tested in the range [0.01, 0.95], however, the search for the optimal value
was purposely shallow. This was due to the possibility that the search is not possible for systems
implementing a similar approach in the future; instead, the experiments were designed to find a rough
approximation which was more generalized (i.e., how optimistic should similar algorithms be for best
results). The results of the parameter optimization are shown in Figure 4. The results of using different
δ values were compared to a baseline of δ = 1 which implied complete certainty in the recorded job
averages as log (1) = 0, so µ̂i = r̂i . The graph shows that a high confidence level (0.95) was the most
successful which implies there was little variation in the data and, therefore, the true mean was not
plausibly significantly higher than previous readings. However, experiments using δ ≤ 0.75 performed
worse than δ = 1 which shows that it was better to be slightly overconfident in previous results than
to be very optimistic in higher possible mean reward. Optimizing the parameter further is considered
a secondary objective to the problem addressed by this paper, as such further experimentation in this
area is recommended for systems with different assumptions which may affect reward distributions.

Value per joule
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Figure 4. Value/energy for different confidence values.

To evaluate the scheduling algorithm in different situations, the arrival rate of jobs was adjusted
to realize larger periods of time with high/low activity compared to the small periods as described in
Section 3.2. The small periods of time realized as nights and weekends were kept the same length for
consistency; the scheduler must handle a higher number of jobs in the same amount of time. In total,
50 days and nights were simulated of which 14 days were weekends. In a single day, the number of
jobs which arrive depends on the arrival rate: 20 jobs arrived at the high rate, 12.5 jobs (on average)
arrived at the medium rate, and eight jobs arrived at the low rate. In these experiments, we considered
the Valtotal /Energytotal recordings of the previous experiments and also the percentage of jobs which
provided no value to the customer: either they finished computation after computation or are rejected
due to r̂i = 0.
5.1.1. Experimental Baselines
As discussed in Section 2, the approaches which considered the joint optimization of value
and energy required prior information collected at design-time of jobs [17,34]. Similar approaches
considered indirect energy optimization by minimizing CPU idle time [32] which was not a solution to
the problem addressed by this paper. We compared results of experiments using the CBA approach
to a simple heuristic approach. As no prior information was available, the heuristic used was the value
obtained by the job if completion was instantaneous, i.e., heuristic was a value optimizing approach [15,28].
This approach, further referred to as the Heuristic-Based Approach (HBA), was implemented by
replacing lines 22–24 with u ⇐ j · getValueAtTime(curDelay) .
5.1.2. Profit and Energy Consumption Results at Varied Arrival Rates
Figure 5 displays the total value earned (profit) and the energy consumed by both HBA and
CBA at the different arrival rates. At the high arrival rate, jobs arrived very frequently while at the
low arrival rate the jobs arrived much less frequently. An interesting initial observation of the figure
is that the value earned by HBA decreased as the arrival rate increased while the value earned by
CBA increased instead. This was likely due to the poor estimation of value by the HBA algorithm:
high schedule delays of jobs which arrived earlier but were delayed in preference of other jobs may still
have lain at the peak of the value curves, earning less value when the computation time resulted in a
value much further down the curve than the heuristic can predict. For the CBA algorithm, the increased
arrival rate of jobs increased the total value as it had more options for allocation. It also tended to
execute more jobs simultaneously as jobs with a very low schedule delay were often allocated to far
fewer cores, likely due to significantly lower energy consumption compared to a relatively minor drop
in value.
At the low arrival rate, the value earned was slightly higher for CBA than HBA while the energy
consumed was slightly higher for the latter approach. However, this difference did not seem to be very
significant at <1% change in both cases. We believe that this change would be more significant for
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experiments over a longer period of time for a number of reasons: the overhead of initial exploration
by CBA would be a smaller fraction of the total time and the algorithm would explore less frequently
as jobs were executed more times. This effect occurred at all arrival rates but was more prevalent at the
low arrival rate as the initial exploration took much more time.
CBA Value
CBA Energy
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HBA Value
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Figure 5. Value earned and energy consumed at different arrival rates.

In general, HBA resulted in higher profit and lower energy consumption when compared
to CBA. On an average, HBA optimized profit and energy consumption by 40% and 20%,
respectively, compared to CBA.
5.1.3. Percentage of Zero-Value Jobs

Zero‐value jobs (%)

This metric is important as it relates to user satisfaction with the system: more jobs successfully
serviced implies more users serviced and therefore more satisfied users. Figure 6 shows the percentage
of zero-value jobs for both approaches at each of the different arrival rates. The average over each of
the different arrival rates is also shown. Note that the rejections of jobs were implicit in the maximum
reward check, they were not actually removed from the queue though it would be possible to add that
functionality. It can be observed that, for all arrival rates, CBA had a lower percentage of zero-value
jobs. This was less significant at the high and low arrival rates. For the high arrival rate, this was
due to such a large number of jobs arriving that it was impossible to service a large number of them
regardless of approach. For the low arrival rate, the difference was again likely due to the exploration
part of the algorithm. The initial exploration caused a number of early jobs to be executed after the
deadline while the algorithm learned the initial average reward for each possible allocation. The effect
of exploration based on uncertainty after initial exploration was unlikely to have much effect on the
number of jobs which give zero-value as this exploration favored jobs with reasonably high expected
value already. On average, CBA provided 5% more user satisfaction than that of HBA.
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CBA
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Average

Figure 6. Percentage of zero-value jobs at various arrival rates.
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5.1.4. Overhead Analysis
Computational complexity of CBA was no higher than the heuristic algorithm HBA. It did perform
slightly more mathematical operations per iteration, but it was the same number of iterations required.
The average time to find the allocation for a job by CBA was 0.12 milliseconds and the average energy
consumption for it was 0.3 millijoules, which was quite low.
Memory overhead of CBA as compared to HBA was negligibly higher as it stored only a few
extra numbers per job.
These overheads both in terms of timing and energy consumption were part of the overall profit
and energy consumption results, which were better by CBA over HBA. Next, we will discuss the
results related to BCC algorithm.
5.2. Experimental Results for BCC Algorithm
In this section, we discuss modeling, results and the corresponding analysis of the proposed server
consolidation method. We first estimate the power reduction from proposed BCC server consolidation
algorithm for both wired and wireless networks. Next, we evaluate the network-level performance
with the consolidation algorithm in an HPC data center with network-level simulations. Before
presenting and analyzing the results we describe the data center traffic generation procedure and
simulation platform in the next subsections.
5.2.1. Traffic Generation and Simulation Platform for BCC
The BCC algorithm was evaluated with a set of traffic flows based on application demands.
Real data center traffic for typical query/search type applications like map-reduce and index-search
were measured in [43]. Using these measured traffic flows, a Poisson shot-noise based model to
synthesize data center traffic was proposed and verified in [42]. According to [42], the new flow
arrival time, the flow duration and the injection rate for each application followed a Poisson, Pareto
and, Gaussian distribution respectively. The new flow arrival time was generated using a Poisson
distribution with an average flow arrival rate. The average flow arrival rate was considered to be
1000 flows/s for the small-sized DCN [43]. In our evaluations, we considered a Gaussian distribution
for the injection rate to have a mean of 8.0 Kbps as the base case for the simulation. Application flow
duration was generated following an independent Pareto distribution having a minimum duration
of 10 microseconds [43] and a mean of 1 s. We then increased the average injection rates on an
incremental basis to 8 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 400 Mbps, and 650 Mbps and regenerated new traffic
which represented different types of multimedia traffic and repeat the simulations. We used the
Network Simulator-3 (NS-3) suite [49] to evaluate the performance of BCC for both wired fat-tree and
wireless S2S-WiDCN networks. NS-3 supported the characteristics of wireless propagation as well as
network-level communications. This simulation platform was used to evaluate the S2S-WiDCN with
and without consolidation and compare it with the fat-tree wired DCN. For the fat-tree based wired
data center architecture, we considered 1.0 Gbps links between servers to access switches and 40.0
Gbps upper-layer links. For all the cases, the migration cost for consolidation is not included in the
performance analysis. We have compared the performance of the BCC consolidation algorithm for
S2S-WiDCN with traditional wired fat-tree based DCN. We considered a small data center consisting
of 800 servers arranged in a 20 × 8 array of racks as [25]. Each of the racks housed five servers and
occupied an area of 0.6 m × 0.9 m and is 2 m high. There were 10 racks arranged in a single row and
two columns of 8 rows, totaling 160 racks. In our simulations, the racks were assumed to be without
any front or back door. In the traditional wired fat-tree based DCN, we considered the same number
of servers arranged in same layout as S2S-WiDCN. We considered three hierarchical network layers
consisting of 160 access, two aggregate, and two core layer switches, where each rack having an access
layer switch.
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5.2.2. Power Consumption Analysis of BCC
Here we discuss the model and parameters used in power estimation followed by the results.
Power Model for BCC:
It was not a straightforward task to estimate the actual electrical power consumed by an HPC data
center. The power consumption depended on several internal factors such as utilization of computing
power, the cooling mechanism, and data center networks. Data center power consumption was also
affected by external parameters like the geographical location, weather, temperature, and humidity.
The total IT power consumption of a data center, PIT consisted of power consumption of the servers
(PServer ) and network component (PNetwork ) of the HPC data center. Hence,
PIT = PServers + PNetwork

(21)

A major portion of PIT comes from PServers [50,51]. However, the power consumption of servers
varies significantly with the change in CPU utilization [45]. If the utilization of i-th server is denoted by
ui , the Power consumption of that server can be given by PServer (ui ), where the dependence of server
power on utilization is adopted from [52]. Hence, Equation (21) can be rewritten as:
PIT =

N

∑ Pserver (ui ) + Pnetwork

(22)

i =1

For the power analysis, we used the power profile of Dell Inc. PowerEdge C5220 (Intel
Xeon E3-1265LV2) servers. Power consumption at different server utilization was modeled from
the measurement done by the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation’s SPECpower_ssj2008
database for the same server [52]. In addition to the above power model for the server, we considered
an idle server to be placed in the PowerNap state [45] with minimal power consumption. The power
profile of a server against different utilization is shown in Figure 7. Although compared to the server
power, the power consumption of the network of an HPC data center was small, but it was not
negligible [50]. One of the issues with the networking equipment was that they needed to be turned
on all the time. The static power portion of the networking equipment dominated the total power
consumed by the network [53]. In [53], it was shown that for a network switch, only 8% power
reduced during full load to no load transition. Moreover, for the wired network, upper-level switches
experienced a similar amount of traffic before and after the consolidation as the majority of the flows
remained inside of the rack. For this reason, we neglected the change in networking power equipment
due to the variation in injection rate or throughput. We estimated power consumption for wired DCNs
using commercially available data from Cisco network switches [54] and Silicom network interface
cards (NIC) [55]. The power consumption of each device used in the network is shown in the Table 2.
The total network power is:
PNetwork = NCore PCore + NAgg PAgg + NAcc PAcc + NPN IC ,

(23)

where NCore , NAgg , NAcc , N are the number of cores, aggregation, access switches, and the total
number of servers, respectively; PCore , PAgg , PAcc , PN IC are the power consumption of an individual
core, aggregation, access switches, and network interface cards, respectively. In S2S-WiDCN, however,
no core, aggregate or access layer switches were needed, but only antennas, transceivers and NICs
were required for wireless communication. The power consumption of the wireless 60 GHz transceiver
was modeled based upon the assessment of 60 GHz transceivers [56]. The NICs of S2S-WiDCN were
equipped with transceivers for horizontal and vertical communication. In the traditional DCN, external
connections were established via the two Cisco 7702 switches. To provide equivalent connectivity
in S2S-WiDCN, we employed two servers to work as gateways, and their power consumption was
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modeled as that of the Cisco 7702 switch. The power consumption for communication per server in
S2S-WiDCN was calculated as:
PWireless = 7P60GHzTran + PWi f iCntrl + PN IC ,

(24)

where P60GHzTran is the power consumption of a single 60 GHz transceiver required for each of the six
sectors and the horizontal link and PWi f iCntrl is the power consumption of the IEEE802.11 2.4/5 GHz
ISM adapter for the control channel. Finally, the total power consumption in S2S-WiDCN was:
PNetwork(WiDCN ) = NCore PCore + N.PWireless .

(25)

Table 2. Power consumption of different data center network (DCN) components.
Device

Model

Used in

Power (W)

Access Layer Switch
Aggregate Layer Switch
Core Layer Switch
Network Interface Card
60 GHz Transceiver
IEEE802.11 2.4/5 GHz Adapter

Cisco 9372
Cisco 9508
Cisco 7702
Silicom PE2G2I35
Analog Device HMC 6300/6301
D-link DWA-171

Fat-Tree
Fat-Tree
Fat-Tree, S2S-WiDCN
Fat-Tree, S2S-WiDCN
S2S-WiDCN
S2S-WiDCN

210.0
2527.0
837.0
2.64
1.70
0.22

Comparative Analysis of Power Consumption for BCC:
The IT power consumption of wired and S2S-WiDCN data centers with different consolidation
methods including the BCC algorithm with variation in the flow injection rate are shown in Figure 8.
These power consumption are computed based on the power model described in the previous
sub-section for each of the simulation cases ran in the NS-3 simulator for different consolidation
algorithm. In [45], it is observed that the majority of the utilization factor of a server is within the
range of 20–30%. Here we adopted the utilization of the server capacity of each server without any
consolidation from [45]. Figure 8a represents the power consumption of the HPC data center with no
consolidation normal condition (NC) while Figure 8d represents BCC. The figure also contains the
power consumption pattern if Clustered Exhaustive Search (CES) algorithm was adopted instead of
BCC in Figure 8b. CES is a variant of the BCC algorithm, which finds the optimal migration within each
cluster using the exhaustive search, hence being much more computationally expensive. For the sake of
comparison, we also simulated a network-unaware greedy approach based consolidation (GRD) which
is a variant of NICE [11] and the power consumption pattern is shown in Figure 8c. For both wired and
wireless networks, at lower injection rates, all the consolidation techniques performed similarly and
resulted in significant power consumption reduction compared to NC, while CES consumed the least
power. BCC algorithm consumed only 2.83% more power than CES, whereas CES was significantly
more computationally complex than BCC because of exhaustive search as discussed in Section 4.4.
Hence during the consolidation operation, for moderate to large size of data centers, CES algorithm
became impractical to implement as it was not able to perform real-time operations, whereas the
BCC algorithm could. BCC algorithm for S2S-WiDCN reduced 37% power consumption compared to
the NC case.
For higher injection rates, CES and GRD consumed significantly less server power compared to
BCC for wired networks. This was because the CES and GRD did not consider the network bandwidth
constraints while consolidating, resulting in more aggressive consolidation that in the BCC. Therefore,
this difference became more apparent with increase in flow injection rates. However, this reduction
of power came at the cost of the lower throughput because the CES and GRD algorithms did not
consider the network traffic characteristics. This impact on performance will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.2.3. Moreover, the computational complexity of CES was orders of magnitude higher than
the BCC.
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Figure 7. Power profile with varying utilization of PowerEdge C5220 server [52].

For BCC consolidation in S2S-WiDCN, similar to the wired network, with the increase in flow
injection rate, the server power consumption increased, while for CES and GRD power consumption
remained the same. Hence, at higher injection rate, CES and GRD consumed less power compared
to BCC. However, this reduction of power came at the cost of lower throughput as CES and
GRD algorithms did not consider the network traffic characteristics while consolidating. However,
the increase in power consumption in BCC for S2S-WiDCN was not as drastic as in the case of
wired data center. This is demonstrated by the trend arrows in Figure 8d. This was because, in the
S2S-WiDCN architecture, a server had the potential to sustain a maximum of seven simultaneous links
at a time with other servers in its vertical plane and horizontal line. On the contrary, in the wired
architecture, there existed only one link per server albeit, of higher bandwidth. As a result, for the
wired DCN with BCC, many of the VM migration attempts failed due to the violation of the inequality
of (5) compared to the S2S-WiDCN. This suggested that the bandwidth constrained network-aware
consolidation, BCC, was more effective on S2S-WiDCN.
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Figure 8. Power consumption comparison of different architecture for (a) no consolidation (NC) (b)
clustered exhaustive search (CES) (c) Greedy approach base consolidation (GRD) and (d) bandwidth
constrained consolidation (BCC). The arrows denote the power saving due to BCC.

5.2.3. Performance Analysis of BCC
Here we present the network-level performance of the S2S-WiDCN with BCC along with a
comparative analysis with respect to wired fat-tree DCNs in terms of throughput.
The throughput was defined as the average rate of bit transferred per second over the DCN.
The normalized throughput of both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree architecture for different injection rates at
NC, CES, GRD and BCC consolidation are shown in Figure 9. Normalized throughput was defined as
the ratio of the average throughput achieved and average injection rate. For NC, although it was seen
that for lower injection rate both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree network showed similar throughput, but for
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both the networks, the achieved throughput started to decrease as the average injection rate went
beyond 100 Mbps. However, degradation was different for wired and wireless DCNs. The throughput
reduced more for the wireless DCN than the wired counterpart for higher injection rates due to the
lower physical bandwidth available per channel for the wireless links of 0.563 Gbps compared to
1.0 Gbps for the wires. Further, from Figure 9, it can be seen that, for the lower injection rates, there was
no significant difference in achieved throughput with BCC consolidation for both wired and wireless
data centers. These throughputs were also similar compared to that NC case. However, for higher
injection rates beyond 100 Mbps, for both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree network, achieved throughput
increased compared to the NC. The main contributing factor was that, due to the VM migrations, in
many cases, both source and destination of flows ended up in the same physical server. Therefore, these
flows are effectively eliminated from the network, which ultimately increased the average throughput
of the entire network compared to NC. On the other hand, instead of BCC, if CES or GRD consolidation
was implemented, at lower injection rates, there was no significant difference in achieved throughput
for both S2S-WiDCN and fat-tree networks compared to BCC. For the higher injection rates beyond
100 Mbps, the performance of the wireless networks improved compared to NC, but not as well as
BCC. However, the performance of the wired network degraded with the incorporation of CES or
GRD consolidation algorithm. This contrasting behavior was mainly due to the number of channels
available in different architectures. Due to all flows in the wired data center being channelized over the
same link, the aggregate flow rate after CES or GED exceeded the physical link bandwidth violating (5).
This caused degradation in throughput. On the contrary, in the S2S-WiDCN, due to the presence of
multiple vertical sectors and the horizontal link a relatively larger number of flows did not violate (5)
resulting in better performance compared to the wired data center.
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Wired BCC
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Wireless CES
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Figure 9. Average throughput for different data center architecture with NC, CES, GRD and BCC
consolidation normalized with flow injection rate.

5.2.4. Accuracy of Inter-Consolidation Time Modeling
In this section, the inter-consolidation time for the BCC algorithm is analyzed and the accuracy of
the mathematical estimation of inter-consolidation time is evaluated. The expected inter consolidation
cost estimated from (15) is shown in Figure 10 for a data center consisting of 800 servers as discussed
in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 10. Consolidation cost estimated from mathematical analysis (dashed line) and from Monte
Carlo simulation (solid line) with respect to inter-consolidation time.

To verify the mathematical model for cost of consolidation (15), we ran a Monte Carlo simulation
for each ρ 300 times and calculated the value of the cost function. For these cases, the values for η1 ,
ν, κ considered here were 200, 1000, and 1 respectively. The average size of migration ν was considered
as 1000 Megabytes which represents a practical value. For η1 , we ran the server consolidation simulation
for different random initial conditions for thousands of times and used the average number of idle
servers in PowerNap mode after the first cycle of server migration. We considered κ = 1 to put equal
emphasis on power saving and network performance on the cost. Nevertheless, these values needed
not necessarily be exactly the same across all the data centers. Depending on the capacity, performance
requirements and physical limitations, these values could vary for different HPC data centers.
The average of the simulated values from the different run for each ρ are shown in Figure 10.
The cost estimates in this method relied on many repetitive simulations and were highly
computationally expensive as each of simulation at a particular ρ and t was repeated at least 1000 times
to find the expected cost using Monte-Carlo method. On the contrary, using (15) the cost and optimal
inter-consolidation time could be approximated much faster. The optimal inter-consolidation time for
different ρ identified from both methods is shown in Figure 11. It was observed that for lower values
of ρ (ρ ≤ 0.55) the optimal inter-consolidation time estimated from the mathematical equation closely
approximated the measured value from the Monte Carlo simulation. On the contrary, for higher values
of ρ, the optimal inter-consolidation time estimated from the mathematical analysis deviated from the
value measured through simulations. However, at higher ρ, the absolute value of the cost was less
sensitive to the inter-consolidation time. This shows that although at higher ρ the inter-consolidation
time suggested by the model may deviate from the actual optimal interval, the actual cost incurred at
this non-optimal interval was not much different compared to that at the optimal interval. Hence the
optimal inter-consolidation time could be estimated reasonably accurately from the mathematical form.
We used MATLAB R2018b on a system having Intel Core i7 with 16 GB memory to calculate the
inter consolidation time with both Monte-Carlo simulation and mathematical model. On average,
computation time required for the Monte-Carlo simulation took 1039.4 s to complete the calculation
while the mathematical model took only about 0.798 s on average. Hence there was more than 1000×
speedup in calculation time using the mathematical model.
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Figure 11. Comparison of optimal inter-consolidation time obtained from the mathematical model and
Monte-Carlo simulations at different ρ.

5.3. Overall Power Saving with a Combination of BCC and CBA

Power (KW)

In this subsection we discuss the combined effect of CBA and BCC together for power saving.
We evaluated the power consumption of a data center consisting of 800 servers with a higher injection
rate traffic having an average flow rate of 400 Mbps. For this comparison, the power consumption of
each server was modeled based on Odroid-XU3 board. The power consumption of the Odroid-XU3
at PowerNap was conservatively assumed to be 1 watt and the full load power consumption was
20 Watts. We also assumed that the power saving ratio per device followed the energy saving ratio
due to CBA algorithm. In Figure 12 we showed the power consumption of the data center in different
cases including, normal condition (NC), utilizing BCC only, utilizing CBA only and finally, utilizing
both BCC and CBA together.
At higher datarate, BCC consolidation could reduce the power consumption of the overall data
center more for S2S-WiDCN compared to fat-tree network. The CBA algorithm working standalone
outperformed BCC for fat-tree wired network while in S2S-WiDCN, BCC could reduce more power
compared to CBA. Nevertheless, for both wired and wireless networks, combining both BCC and CBA
could achieve maximum power reduction.
10
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BCC
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Figure 12. Power consumption comparison between normal condition, BCC, CBA and combination of
BCC and CBA.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated an algorithm for jointly optimizing value and energy when
considering resource allocation in HPC data centers. The algorithm was created under the assumption
that no prior information is available for accurate predictions of job value and energy, instead it
used a technique inspired by reinforcement learning to explore the value and energy of jobs before
exploiting in future allocations. It has also been shown that the percentage of zero-value jobs is
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lower for all of the different arrival rates for CBA. We have also incorporated a server consolidation
algorithm BCC for both wired and wireless data center networks. We have shown that both the
approaches significantly reduce energy and power consumption of the entire data center. It has
been observed that, if BCC and CBA are adopted simultaneously for the wireless HPC data center
architecture, maximum power saving can be achieved. We also derived a mathematical model for BCC
for determining optimal inter-consolidation interval to enable the data center resource management
unit to schedule consolidations at optimal intervals without relying on computationally expensive
simulations to estimate the optimal interval.
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